
   Malvern University of the Third Age 

 
   Eighteenth Annual General meeting 

 
 Tuesday 27th November 2012 at 2pm in Malvern Cinema 

 
   Minutes and Trustees' Annual Report 

 
1. Chairman's welcome 

 
 The Chairman welcomed members to the meeting and thanked them for making the meeting 
 quorate.  
 
2. Apologies 
 
 Janet Oliver, Stuart and Fiona Robinson, Joy Bailey 
 
3. Minutes of the 17th AGM 
 
 The minutes and trustees report for the 2011 meeting held on 29th November 2011 were AGREED 
 
4. 2011-12 Annual Report of the Trustees 
 
 
 The first thing I would like to say that the Malvern U3A continues to thrive, and that is due to all of 
 you, the members, the group leaders and the Trustees - everyone works hard to make it what it has 
 become over the last 17 years - a successful U3A. 
 Now, a few facts and figures - In 2011/12 227 people joined Malvern for the first time, which gave us 
 total membership during the course of the year of 1116. It would seem that over the last few years 
 that the membership numbers have plateaued, but in relation to many other U3A's around the 
 country we are a big organisation, and we have learnt to work within that framework. 
 A large membership means that we have to have a wide range of interest groups to accommodate 
 you and last year we had over 80 groups - having lost 4 but gained 8 including the cryptic 
 crosswords, camera and military history groups. In February there was the annual Group Leaders 
 meeting at which 58 groups were represented. Now, I think is a good time to thank all group leaders 
 for their hard work and dedication - we could not do without you. We hope to work with you over the 
 coming year to see how we can support you and develop the scope of groups and their learning 
 opportunities. All of you please remember, that if there is something you would like to study, talk to 
 other people and the group organiser, see who shares your enthusiasm, and whether a new group 
 can be set up - there are endless opportunities.  
 There have been 10 Monthly meetings here in the cinema over the year, featuring a range of 
 speakers, which have been supported to a varying degree. I think we probably get an average 70 
 people attending these talks - not very many for such a large membership. I have spoken to some 
 members who were not aware of the meetings and others who are busy on a Tuesday afternoon, - 
 perhaps we need more publicity, but also input from you, the members, on the type of speakers you 
 would like us to provide. Please talk to us about this. 
 This brings me to communications and how we provide you with information about what is going on 
 in Malvern U3A. We use the website, the newsletter and the notices which are given out at monthly 
 meetings. It is appreciated that not everyone has access to a computer, but it is becoming 
 increasingly evident that groups are using the website and email to communicate with each other, 
 and we intend to build on that. The newsletter comes out 4 times a year and this year has had 2 
 editors, who have changed the format slightly. As you will have seen, the July edition was simply a 
 directory of all groups; this should be kept throughout the year and other editions will bring you the 
 news and views of your fellow members. 



 As I'm sure you will all know we have had a few changes on the committee (of Trustees?) over the 
 last year, and I would like to take this opportunity to thank Gren Gaskell for all the hard work he has 
 put in as both Chairman and committee member over recent years - he continues to be remembered 
 and appreciated for his tremendous enthusiasm for U3A. During the course of the year Richard 
 Winterton, Joan Thompson, Janet Oliver and Peter Thompson all decided for various reasons that 
 the time had come to move on - I'd like to thank them all for the time, effort and commitment they 
 have put into Malvern U3A. (This was greeted with applause) There have therefore been 
 several Trustees in "acting" roles for several months, and here I would like to thank Andrew Hague 
 and Geoffrey Carver for stepping in and taking on the roles of Treasurer and Secretary and Richard 
 Owen for adding the editorship of the newsletter to his other duties for the last two editions. 
 During the course of the year, the committee has had ten full meetings with various other sub-group 
 meetings. Apart from the usual business, they have: 
 
 organised the September registration morning 
 Held a Coffee morning for new members 
 organised the group leaders meeting 
 Produced a Policy and Procedures document for Group Leaders. 
 produced Standing Orders for the AGM 
 Worked on Amendments to the constitution 
 attended Cotswold Link and West Midland U3A meetings 
 Started to work on our IT provision 
 
 In the future we will be continuing to look at ways of improving and developing the organisation, so if 
 you have ideas or problems do let us know. 
 The definition of a U3A is "a learning cooperative which draws upon the knowledge, experience and 
 skills of its own members to organise and provide interest groups" -  For our organisation to continue 
 to flourish we need people to get involved and become active members of what we hope can  
 continue to be a thriving and dynamic U3A. 
  
 The report was AGREED 
 
 
5. 2011-12 audited accounts 
 
 The Treasurer thanked his predecessor for leaving him the accounts in such a splendid condition.  
 He explained that the U3A accounts were kept separate from those of the geology and travel groups, 
 although they were all audited at the same time and in the same way.  He considered that there was 
 only one issue and that was the level of reserves which was too high to comply with Charity 
 Commission recommendations.  He said that the trustees had agreed to reduce the level of reserves  
 by paying group leaders' expenses and by holding membership fees at their current level.  He 
 encouraged requests for the purchase of capital items. 
 
 The accounts were AGREED 
 
6. Election of the honorary auditor 
 
 Graham Powell was ELECTED 
 
7. Election of trustees and officers for 2012-13 
 
 The Secretary reported that he had received one less nomination than the number of positions 
 available and therefore an election was not required..He then introduced the trustees to the meeting: 
 
 Angie Cantrell  Chairman 
 Andrew Hague  Treasurer 
 Geoffrey Carver General Secretary 
 



 Vacancy  Vice Chairman 
 
 John Bethel  Groups organiser (until March 2013) 
 James Berry 
 Norma Braddock Bookings secretary 
 Sue Dalley 
 Mary Geffen 
 Roger Hunt  Membership secretary 
 Sue Lamberton  Speaker organiser 
 Richard Owen  Technical officer 
 
 Ray Gardner, a retiring trustee, who has held the responsibility for organising speakers was also 
 introduced and thanked for his work by the Chairman. 
 
8. Amendments to the constitution 
 
 The amended constitution was moved by Ivan Geffen.  He prefaced his remarks by asking that the 
 meeting agree a vote of thanks to the trustees for securing a remarkable turnout that had more than 
 fulfilled the requirement for a quorum. This was CARRIED by acclamation. 
 
 He observed the problem with the current constitution was the size and definition of the quorum. He 
 also said that he had drafted the amendments with standing orders, which the current constitution 
 lacked.. 
 
 In seconding, Ray Gardner acknowledged the enormous amount of work that Ivan had undertaken.  
 He noted that the quorum requirement was quite easily achieved when the membership was small, 
 but was now very difficult.  He urged approval. 
 
 The Chairman invited questions: Jill Bagley expressed some concern that the quorum had been set 
 too low.  She was assured that she could introduce an amendment next year if she felt that her 
 concerns were being realised. Lis Dobb-Sandi asked for the current level of 7.5% of the membership 
 and was told that it was 81. 
 
 The Chairman put the matter to the vote: 
 
 239 members voted in favour 
     2 members abstained 
        there were no votes against 
 
 The amended constitution was AGREED overwhelmingly 
 
 Mary Davies, a former Chairman,  Gave her thanks to the Chairman and Committee.  She said that 
 a review of the constitution was well overdue. Her remarks were greeted with applause. 
 
 The Chairman closed the meeting at 14.38 
 
  


